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competence,
passion,

quality,
respect for the environment

simply,

PALMAR arredi.



the wood.

a classic.



The evolution of shapes and materials distinguishes the Classic collection 
from the previous one and from its competitors. Its high quality result is 
guaranteed by almost 40 years of experience in woodworking.

The first evolution concerns the kind of wood: ash wood replaced 
beech wood. Many improvements of our products required a worthy 
wood both from an aesthetical and a technical point of view.

The evident grains of the wood make the products precious and 
elegant. Two features that the beech wood – by now overused for 
indoor and outdoor products - cannot assure because of its flat 
homogeneity.

Second goal is the high quality of the products: technical quality, 
sometimes invisible, and aesthetical quality, admirable in the special 
attention to surfaces and details:

• accurate selection and right wood drying

• right reshaping of the products’ components for a perfect function

• special weather resistant paintings: long lasting and easy maintenance 
features.

The elements’ shape and the textile components together with the 
grains of the wood assure a stylish appearance.

MADE IN ITALY is another main feature. In the continuous evolution 
of the market, we added certifications of third parties but the result 
was however not satisfactory. The real and complete Made in Italy 
is now assured by Palmar Arredi: we invite you to visit our factory to 
assist in person to the production cycle.

Last but not least, it is the warranty of a trademark that is hot-
stamped on all our products: the quality seal of a well-established 
firm we have been running since 1977.

classic line by Palmar:
evolution towards perfection



ATENA
chair

larger slats of the seat

reinforced crosspieces, legs and 
sides

AISI 304 stainless steel small 
components

painted with primers that are high 
resistant to atmospheric agents

Atena’s strong point is its closing system 
made by a metal slat that, unlike the 
most common models on the market, 
does not make a channel in the rear leg. 

This makes the chair more resistant 
meanwhile assuring its soft and silent 
closure. 

standard painting:

painting on request:

BLEACHED iroko WALNUT

TEAk mAHoGANY WENGÉ

NATUrAL ASH



ZEUS
table

“compass” closing system hidden 
under the plan

reinforced crosspieces and legs

AISI 304 stainless steel small 
components

painted with primers that are high 
resistant to atmospheric agents

Zeus offers 3 different plan sizes: cm 
60x60, 80x80 and 80x100, designed for 
the best arrangement of plates, cutleries, 
glasses and bottles.
The space between the slats is 
technically designed to allow the natural 
wood expansion and shrinkage caused by 
humidity and temperature. 

standard painting:

painting on request:

BLEACHED iroko WALNUT

TEAk mAHoGANY WENGÉ

NATUrAL ASH



DEMETRA
deck-chair

it can be closed for a minimal 
amount of space

reinforced crosspieces, legs, sides 
and armrest

AISI 304 stainless steel small 
components

painted with primers that are high 
resistant to atmospheric agents

Demetra is a comfort guarantee: the 
seat height from ground up offers an 
optimal ergonomics and minimize the 
effort to get up. 
The fabric is easy to insert making the 
chair suitable for both a summertime 
outdoor use – in the canvas version – and 
an indoor use in the cushion version.
2 adjustable positions. 

different versions
available at  the

“fabric  sheet”  pagestandard painting:

painting on request:

BLEACHED iroko WALNUT

TEAk mAHoGANY WENGÉ

NATUrAL ASH



ERMES
little chair

advanced closing system

minimal size for the maximum 
portable feature

AISI 304 stainless steel small 
components

painted with primers that are high 
resistant to atmospheric agents

Ermes is the mascot of our Classic line. 
Camping or seaside, it won’t be a problem 
to bring with you this mini-chair. 
In the past, it was used to support 
craftsmen during their activity. Now, it 
has become a real cult between Palmar 
Arredi’s products.
Its closing system makes it a real 
masterpiece of mechanism. 

standard painting:
NATUrAL ASH



Conceived and designed to stay in the 
sun on a large terrace, brushed by the 
sea breeze, or in an elegant swimming 
pool. The waterproof grid-fabrics and 
the robust and weatherproof frames 
leave no doubt...
ready for the summer season?

seaside
dreaming



APOLLO
beach lounger

BLEACHED

iroko

WALNUT

TEAk mAHoGANY WENGÉ

adjustable sunshade

3 position adjustable backrest

AISI 304 stainless steel small 
components

painted with primers that are high 
resistant to atmospheric agents or 
with boiled linseed oil

Apollo is a real star under the sun. 
Protagonist in every Italian beach club, 
very elegant even in domestic or resort 
swimming pools, especially in its walnut 
color with white canvas. 
The fabric has a reticular frame and it is 
available in various solid colors or vertical 
stripes patterned colors.

available pantings:

ASH

different versions
available at  the

“fabric  sheet”  page



ERCOLE
table

support frame and thoroughly 
worked ash surface

equipped with levellers

painted with primers that are high 
resistant to atmospheric agents or 
with boiled linseed oil

Ercole is the practical solution to enjoy 
your drink in the elegant corner of a 
coffee shop or a restaurant.
The space between the slats is reduced 
to the minimum providing maximum 
resistance to the natural movements 
and traction to which a wooden surface 
is subject.

BLEACHED

iroko

WALNUT

TEAk mAHoGANY WENGÉ

available pantings:

ASH



ERA
director’s chair

the marked wood fibers show the 
real solid wood

interchangeable canvas with 
grid-fabric

painted with primers that are high 
resistant to atmospheric agents or 
with boiled linseed oil

Era, also known as “director’s chair” 
thanks to its use by prestigious names in 
the cinema field.
On terraces and in chill-out spaces of 
restaurants and resorts it is the refined 
alternative to simple chairs; it is also 
used in meeting rooms.
It is often combined with Ercole table.

different versions
available at  the

“fabric  sheet”  page

BLEACHED

iroko

WALNUT

TEAk mAHoGANY WENGÉ

available pantings:

ASH



hand-saver device for maximum 
safety

4 positions reclining backrest

AISI 304 stainless steel small 
components

painted with primers that are high 
resistant to atmospheric agents or 
with boiled linseed oil

AFRODITE
beach chair

Afrodite: the classical nature of the 
comfortable beach lounger combined 
with the elegance of the ash wood. 
Moreover, the surface treatment offers 
different colors possibilities.
Grid-structured fabric available in 
different solid colors or with vertical 
stripes.
The backrest is adjustable in 4 positions 
for the maximum amount of relax.

different versions
available at  the

“fabric  sheet”  page

BLEACHED

iroko

WALNUT

TEAk mAHoGANY WENGÉ

available pantings:

ASH



Sometimes function is not enough.
Sometimes we need a refined image, a special shape that 
would not pass unnoticed.
Casaleonti is born exactly for these occasions. In Casaleonti, 
the products’ function and efficiency match the design. 
Once its function ends, the product stops to be what it is 
to become... a little masterpiece.

the shape beyond the function,
to make little masterpieces.



CACTUS
ironing board

phenolic polywood table top, 
especially resistant to heat and 
steam

patented shape with integrated 
sleeve board

cotton fabric + cotton terry with 
Velcro

solid steel frame whose joint 
geometry is ultra-functional

laser-made metal holes to 
disperse heat

opening and closing safety 
device

patented movement system 
with a sphere at the base that 
allows you to move the product 
without lifting loads

We like to consider it a real 
ironic board.

Function reaches the top 
when Cactus is open thanks 
to its integrated sleeve board 
and its useful underlying plan. 
When closed, it becomes a 
real design piece of furniture 
to be shown rather than 
hidden.



frame available in
the following colors:

mETAL GrEEN mETAL GrEY

lining with Velcro

closing system with 
safety lock

sphere at the base
to move Cactus easily

B
LU

E
B

R
OW

N
FU

CH
SI

A

lining available in the 
following colors
(in addition to green):



SURF
ironing board

We like to consider it a real 
ironic board.

It has features similar to the 
Cactus ones without sleeve 
board. 

A design item for people who 
loves riding on the crest of a 
wave!

phenolic polywood table top, 
especially resistant to heat and 
steam

its patented shape allows you 
to use both ends

cotton fabric + cotton terry 
with Velcro

solid steel frame whose joint 
geometry is ultra-functional

laser-made metal holes to 
disperse heat

opening and closing safety 
device

patented movement system 
with a sphere at the base that 
allows you to move the product 
without lifting loads



frame
available in
the following 
colors: mETAL GrEY

B
LU

E
YE

LL
OW

P
IN

K

lining with Velcro

closing system with 
safety lock

sphere at the base
to move Surf easily

lining available in the 
following colors
(in addition to fuchsia):



SI CI STIRO ironing boards,
for those who say YES to wood every day.

Ironing? Never been easier! SI CI STIRO ironing boards can 
be open easily with just one hand and promise maximum 
stability.

SI CI STIRO line by Palmar satisfies everyone thanks to its 
different versions:

SI CI STIRO CLASSIC for the lovers of natural wood, 
available in 3 different classical colors;

SI CI STIRO SPORT for a fresher design, where the wood 
pretends to be metal and the board pretends to be a surf, in 4 
different colors (for the Casaleonti Surf).



SI CI STIRO
CLASSIC
ironing board

phenolic polywood plan resistant 
to steam and heat

patented shape to use both ends

the joint geometry of the 
wooden frame allowing an easy 
and safe opening and closing

safety device

active wheels only if the board 
is closed to move it easily without 
lifting loads

once closed the board stands!

frame
available in 
the following 
colors: WALNUT

lining available in the 
following colors
(in addition to yellow):

DA
R

K
 G

R
EE

N
B

O
R

D
EA

U
X

       just
one hand
to open and close it!



SI CI STIRO
SPORT
ironing board

mETAL GrEY

phenolic polywood plan resistant 
to steam and heat

patented shape to use both ends

the joint geometry of the 
wooden frame allowing an easy 
and safe opening and closing

metal paint with iridescent effect 
and scratch-resistant function

laser-made metal holes to 
disperse heat

safety device

active wheels only if the board 
is closed to move it easily without 
lifting loads

once closed the board stands!

       just
one hand
to open and close it!

frame
available in 
the following 
colors:



lining available in the 
following colors:

FUCHSIA          PINK          YELLOW           BLUE

the semplicity of Sicistiro
       with the design of the Casaleonti Surf

       just
one hand
to open and close it!



FABRIC TECHNICAL DATA SHEETS

for APOLLO beach lounger        AFRODITE beach chair        ERA director’s chair

mEDiUm_0108 mEDiUm_3103

mEDiUm_4104 mEDiUm_2126

mEDiUm_3117 mEDiUm_4119



for DEMETRA deck chair       canvas  version

NET_mEDiUm_0108 NET_mEDiUm_0400 NET_mEDiUm_1141 NET_mEDiUm_3243

DoCriL_412 DoCriL_464

cushion
canvasfor DEMETRA deck chair       cushion  version
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